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Revolution in the Automotive Industry
The world today is on the cusp of a revolution in automotive 

technology that is set to change transportation forever. 

Driverless cars are coming, and they are going to have a 

profound impact on society.  

The disruptive potential of driverless technology is 

enormous. Not only will self-driving cars dramatically 

change how we get from A to B, but they will also make our 

roads far safer, our lives more productive, and our air much 

cleaner.   
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rom the Driverless Revolution

Barriers to success

Investing in self-driving cars

As with any new groundbreaking technology, the arrival 

of driverless cars could be immensely profitable for those 

who have the foresight to invest in advance. For this reason, 

eToro has developed the Driverless CopyPortfolio — a fully 

allocated thematic investment portfolio focused specifically 

on companies powering the driverless revolution. Designed 

to help long-term investors capitalise on this impactful 

investment opportunity, the strategy offers exposure to 

some of the most exciting driverless technology companies 

in the world. 
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Driverless Vehicles
Driverless or ‘autonomous’ vehicles are cars, trucks, 

and vans in which human drivers are never required 

to take control when driving. These vehicles use a 

combination of sensors, cameras, radar, computer 

processors, artificial intelligence, and cloud computing 

technology to travel between destinations without a 

human driver.

How does a driverless vehicle work?

A self-driving vehicle creates and maintains an internal 

map of its surroundings based on data from a wide 

range of sensors and cameras. Radar sensors monitor 

the positions of nearby vehicles while light detection 

and ranging (lidar) sensors measure distances. Video 

cameras detect traffic lights and read road signs. 

Advanced software then processes this data, plots a 

path, and sends instructions to the vehicle’s actuators, 

which control acceleration, braking, and steering. 

Machine learning technology — which can learn and 

improve as more data is acquired — helps the vehicle 

follow traffic rules and navigate obstacles. 

 

Self-driving vehicles typically require an enormous 

amount of computing power to function. This is due 

to the fact that they gather an extraordinary amount 

of data. Former Intel CEO Brian Krzanich once said 

that he sees driverless vehicles as "data centers on 

wheels." This gives an idea of the amount of data that 

driverless vehicles generate and process. Advanced 

data technologies such as cloud computing and 5G, 

which enable massive amounts of data to be sent, 

stored and analysed, are, therefore, likely to play a key 

role in the driverless revolution. 

Add Driverless to your Watchlist

Your capital is at risk

A study by Intel found 
that self-driving cars 
generate around

(4 terabytes) 
of data per hour

4,000 GB

By 2030,

1 in 10 cars
could be self-driving

https://www.etoro.com/copyportfolios/dividendgrowth/stats
https://www.etoro.com/copyportfolios/driverless
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Self-driving Cars: Different Levels of Autonomy
Not all self-driving cars are created equal. To help clarify the different levels of driverless technology, the US National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) 

has defined six levels of autonomy. These are: 

Level 0 Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5

No Automation

A Level 0 car has no self-

driving capabilities at 

all. With these vehicles, a 

human is required to drive 

at all times. 

Driver Assistance

A Level 1 vehicle can assist 

with either steering or 

braking, but not both at 

the same time. Adaptive 

cruise control (ACC) falls 

into Level 1, as it handles 

braking but not steering.

Partial Automation

A Level 2 vehicle can assist 

with both steering and 

braking at the same time. 

These vehicles still require 

full driver attention, 

however. Drivers must be 

ready to take over driving 

at any time.

Conditional Automation

With Level 3 vehicles, 

drivers are allowed 

to take their eyes off 

the road. They are not 

expected to be aware of 

everything at all times as 

with Level 2 automation. 

Drivers may still have 

to take over driving at a 

moment’s notice, though.

High Automation

A car with Level 4 

capability can do all 

the driving, but only in 

certain conditions. If it is 

raining or snowing, the 

vehicle might not allow 

self-driving.

Full Automation

Level 5 is the ‘Holy Grail’ 

of driverless technology. 

Here, humans are never 

expected to drive the 

vehicle.
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Driverless cars offer a range of benefits for 

society. Some of the major benefits include: 

Much safer roads: One of the main advantages of 

driverless vehicles is that they are extremely safe. 

While autonomous vehicles have been involved in 

well-publicised accidents in the past, the reality is that 

they are far safer than vehicles controlled by humans. 

Tesla, for example, claims that its self-driving cars 

are nearly four times safer than normal cars. With 

Tesla’s ‘Autopilot’ mode, there is an estimated fatality 

only once every 320 million miles driven (to put that 

distance in perspective, it is roughly four times to 

the moon and back). Globally, around 1.4 million 

people are killed each year as a result of road traffic 

Benefits of 
Driverless Cars

"You are 3.7 times less likely to be involved 
in a fatal accident if you are driving a Tesla 
equipped with Autopilot hardware" – Tesla
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accidents. Nearly 95% of these accidents are the 

result of human error. Driverless technology will be a 

game changer. Autonomous vehicles won't drive too 

fast, get distracted, or take unnecessary risks. As a 

result, the number of road accidents should decrease 

dramatically. McKinsey believes that up to 90% of all 

accidents could be prevented by driverless vehicles, 

while Intel has predicted that between 2035–2045, 

autonomous vehicles could save nearly 600,000 lives.

Less urban congestion: Today, it does not take much 

to start a traffic jam. If one driver steps on their brakes 

suddenly, the driver behind will also do so, as will the 

next driver, and so on. This can lead to a traffic build-

up that lasts for miles. Because driverless cars can 

communicate with each other, they can potentially 

eliminate this problem. If one car stops suddenly, 

it can inform all of the other cars nearby, so that 

they can make adjustments and keep traffic moving 

smoothly. Researchers at Cambridge University 

believe that driverless cars could potentially improve 

overall vehicle flow by at least 35%. This means that 

in the future, we should be spending much less time 

stuck in traffic. 

More productivity: Driverless technology has the 

potential to unlock new sources of productivity. For 

some people, it could free up hours per day. Self-

driving vehicles will also grant a whole new level of 

independence to those who are currently unable 

to drive due to physical disability. One recent study 

found that in the US, self-driving cars could create new 

employment opportunities for two million people with 

disabilities. 

Less air pollution: Driverless cars are set to be 

hugely beneficial for the environment. One reason 

for this is that the car ownership model is likely to 

be overhauled. In the future, shared ownership will 

be very common. Shared ownership models could 

have a dramatic impact on air pollution. For a start, 

they will reduce the number of cars on the road 

at any one time significantly. A recent study by the 

International Transport Forum found that if shared 
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Add Driverless to your Watchlist

Your capital is at risk

driverless vehicle fleets were used in Lisbon, the city 

would only need 10% of the existing cars to meet its 

transportation needs. In addition, shared ownership 

would reduce the number of cars that need to be 

manufactured every year. This could also have a huge 

impact on air pollution. 

Driverless vehicles could

save 585,000 lives
globally between 2035–2045

https://www.etoro.com/copyportfolios/dividendgrowth/stats
https://www.etoro.com/copyportfolios/driverless
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How Self-Driving Cars Will Change Car Ownership
Autonomous vehicles are set to disrupt the car ownership model tremendously. 

Today’s model of car ownership — where the majority of people own their own cars 

— is extremely inefficient. Most cars are parked around 95% of the time. 

What we are likely to see in the future is companies offering Mobility-as-a-Service 

(MaaS). With this type of service, users will be able to plan, book, and pay for multiple 

types of mobility services, including shared rides in driverless vehicles. This type of 

transportation model will be far more efficient, and cost-effective for consumers. 

Traditional automotive manufacturers will need to adapt quickly, or they will risk 

being left behind. For traditional players to survive, they will need to shift their business 

models to become more service-focused. Already, major automotive players such as 

BMW and Daimler are investing billions in MaaS technology to ensure that they are 

ahead of the curve. 

Mobility as a service = Digitally-enabled car-sharing and ride-hailing

Profits from Car making 
Could decrease to

€122 Billion apx.

Profits from Mobility services
Could increase to

€220 Billion apx.

Accenture research shows that by 2030:

Robo-taxi services will 
be the top application
for driverless cars in 2030



The driverless car market is predicted 
to grow from $56 billion in 2020 to

$220 billion by 2025
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Companies Set to Benefit from the Driverless Revolution

A wide range of companies is set to play a part 

in the self-driving vehicle revolution and will 

offer opportunities for investors as driverless 

technology becomes mainstream

Vehicle manufacturers: These companies, 

which range from traditional car manufacturers 

such as General Motors and BMW to newer players 

in the automotive space such as Alphabet and Uber, 

have the ability to build complete vehicles. 

Component manufacturers:  These are 

companies that are developing sophisticated 

sensors, cameras, radars, navigation systems, and 

other advanced solutions relevant to the industry. 

Semiconductor and graphics card 

manufacturers: These companies will be 

responsible for driverless cars’ processing power. 

Artificial intelligence and machine learning 

companies: These companies are developing 

the technology that will help driverless vehicles navigate 

traffic and handle complex situations seamlessly. 

Cloud computing companies: These 

companies will provide the technology that 

enables the vast amounts of data generated by self-

driving vehicles to be stored and analysed. 

Self-driving car fleet operators: These 

companies will operate large fleets of 

autonomous vehicles and offer mobility as a service. 

Add Driverless to your Watchlist

Your capital is at risk

2020
$56 B

2025
$220 B

https://www.etoro.com/copyportfolios/dividendgrowth/stats
https://www.etoro.com/copyportfolios/driverless
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Barriers to Success
As with any emerging technology, there are barriers to success.

Software development

The key challenge for driverless vehicle manufacturers 

is developing vehicles that can operate in any 

environment and handle an infinite number of driving 

challenges. For example, if a traffic light is not working, 

the vehicle needs to be able to determine the right 

course of action. Right now, autonomous technology 

has a lot of promise. However, it is not yet perfected. 

The technology needs to be perfect before it can 

become mainstream. 

Public acceptance

One concern that a lot of people currently have in 

relation to driverless cars is safety. In the US, around 

three-quarters of US drivers say they would be afraid 

to ride in a self-driving car. Meanwhile, more than 70 

percent of consumers do not think that driverless 

vehicle systems will be safe from hackers. For self-

driving cars to become mainstream, the industry will 

need to prove to consumers that cars are extremely 

safe and that they cannot be hacked. Cybersecurity 

software will play a key role here. You can find out 

more about cybersecurity here. 

Government regulation

For driverless vehicles to become fully mainstream, 

they will need to be approved by governments 

worldwide. This is likely to take time. 

https://www.etoro.com/copyportfolios/cybersecurity
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Investing in Self-driving Cars 
For investors, there appears to be an enormous opportunity here. With the 

autonomous vehicle market forecast to grow at an annualised rate of over 60% 

between 2021–2030, it is likely that some businesses will generate gigantic profits 

from this revolutionary technology.  

The challenge for private investors, however, is choosing in which companies to 

invest. There are literally thousands of companies across the world involved in the 

development of self-driving cars, including car manufacturers, chip makers, and 

component manufacturers. Not all of these companies will enjoy success. The self-

driving car industry is very competitive. Every significant automotive manufacturer 

is pursuing the technology, eager to be the industry leader. Naturally, some 

companies will be winners while others will be left behind. 

Given the extremely competitive nature of the industry, the most sensible 

approach to investing in driverless technology is to spread your capital over a 

number of different companies in different areas of the market. This approach 

will ensure that you benefit from the upside which the theme provides, while 

minimising company-specific risks. 

To help investors gain exposure to this exciting growth story, eToro has developed 

a Driverless CopyPortfolio. This is a fully allocated thematic investment portfolio 

that contains exposure to a wide range of companies involved in the development 

of driverless technology. 

Designed to help long-term investors capitalise on the enormous investment 

opportunity associated with autonomous driving technology, this investment 

strategy offers exposure to some of the most exciting driverless vehicle stocks in 

the world, while minimising risk for investors through its diversified approach to 

stock selection.

Add Driverless to your Watchlist

Your capital is at risk

https://www.etoro.com/copyportfolios/dividendgrowth/stats
https://www.etoro.com/copyportfolios/driverless
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contact: copyportfolios@etoro.com 
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https://www.marketdataforecast.com/market-reports/self-driving-cars-market

https://mailchi.mp/statista/autonomous_cars_20200206?e=145345a469

https://carsurance.net/blog/self-driving-car-statistics/

https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/-7-trillion-annual-market-projected-for-autonomous-autos-by-2050-877929258.html

https://mailchi.mp/statista/autonomous_cars_20200206?e=145345a469

https://www.es.kearney.com/automotive/article?/a/how-automakers-can-survive-the-self-driving-era

https://www.mewburn.com/news-insights/5g-and-autonomous-vehicles-accelerating-data-communication-speed

https://www.nhtsa.gov/technology-innovation/automated-vehicles

https://qz.com/1414132/teslas-first-accident-report-claims-its-four-times-safer-than-the-us-average/

https://www.bcmlawyers.com/what-percentage-of-car-accidents-are-caused-by-human-error/

http://www.wsj.com/articles/self-driving-cars-could-cut-down-on-accidents-study-says-1425567905

https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2019/05/190519191641.htm

https://rudermanfoundation.org/white_papers/self-driving-cars-the-impact-on-people-with-disabilities/

https://rudermanfoundation.org/white_papers/self-driving-cars-the-impact-on-people-with-disabilities/

https://www.accenture.com/_acnmedia/PDF-72/Accenture-Mobility-Service-Mapping-Route.pdf#zoom=50

https://scipol.org/content/americans-feel-unsafe-sharing-road-fully-self-driving-cars

https://www.statista.com/press/p/autonomous_cars_2020/

https://www.gartner.com/en/newsroom/press-releases/2019-11-14-gartner-forecasts-more-than-740000-autonomous-ready-vehicles-to-be-added-to-global-market-in-2023

eToro is a multi-asset platform which offers both investing in stocks and cryptocurrencies, as well as trading CFD assets. Your capital is at risk. 

CopyPortfolios™ is a portfolio management product of eToro EU. CopyPortfolios™ should not be considered as exchange-traded funds, nor as hedge 

funds.

Zero commission means that no broker fee has been charged when opening or closing the position. Other fees may apply. For additional information 

regarding fees, click here. 

This  publication originates from eToro (EU) Ltd. (regulated by Cyprus Securities and Exchange Commission) and has not been prepared in accordance 

with legal requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research,  is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the 

dissemination of investment research, and as such is considered to be a marketing communication. eToro (EU) Ltd., its owners, subsidiaries, group 

entities, affiliates or employees of the same (collectively “eToro Group”) may perform services for, solicit business from, hold long or short positions in, or 

otherwise be interested in the investments (including derivatives), of any issuer mentioned herein. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future 

performance.  This publication  may contain 'forward-looking statements'. Actual events or results or actual performance may differ materially from those 

reflected or contemplated in such forward-looking statements. None of the opinions that may be inferred from the contents of this website are intended 

to be relied upon as advice or recommendation of any action. All investments entail risks and may result in both profits and losses.

Notwithstanding the steps taken to manage conflicts,  eToro (EU)  Ltd.  and any  affiliated parties  may have interests which conflict with your interests and 

may owe duties to other clients which would otherwise conflict with the duties owed by eToro (EU)  Ltd. to you. eToro (EU)  Ltd. may recommend to you 

as a client, trade ideas, financial instruments, or services, in which it or any  affiliated company, or a person with whom it has an association, or one of its 

other clients, may have an interest, relationship or arrangement that is material in relation to the transaction concerned. eToro ( EU)  Ltd., or any  affiliated 

parties, or a person with whom any of them has an association, may be dealing as principal for eToro ( EU)  Ltd any  affiliated parties or its own account.
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